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Chairman’s report
Dear AiduMakers, dear friends of Aiducation,
It is with great pleasure that we are presenting our
first Annual Report. We have made significant progress since the founding of Aiducation International
UK in September 2009. Our mission, which our
Aiducators are working on with great intrinsic motivation, can be summarized in two simple phrases:
AID to educate, and educate to AID

Why ‘Aid to Educate’?
We’re enabling highly talented but financially disadvantaged students in developing countries to realise their potential. We do this by providing highschool scholarships to students who have proved
their academic strength in publicly funded primary
schools in Kenya, and who need financial support to successfully continue their education. We
are also improving the benefit of their education
through staying close to the students during their
school terms, and ensuring that performance is kept
high. As a result, our students are likely to excel
at the secondary school exams after 4 years, and
get a publicly funded University scholarship. We are
bridging the bottleneck of secondary education in
Kenya, enabling students to succeed on their complete education path.

The students we select have already demonstrated
their strong initiative-taking mindset and motivation.
We develop their skills through additional mentoring
and training and inspire them by allowing them to
meet with the change-makers of their country. We
have started to build a community of leaders that
will grow into a network of professionals and leaders, who will be able to continuously increase the
momentum of change.

Thank you for your ongoing support.
With Aiducator regards,

Jan Rihak

Chairman of Trustees, Aiducation International UK

Why ‘Educate to Aid’?
We can achieve sustainable social impact by forming new generations of proactive and socially responsible leaders who instigate change from within
their countries.

a group of AiduFellows - Malindi, Kenya, 2010
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CEO’s report
Looking back at the past 12 months, I cannot help
but feeling very proud of what has been achieved by
Aiducation’s UK team.
Fundraising efforts generated revenue in excess of
£10,000. We welcomed 11 new AiduMakers in our
network, each one awarding a scholarship to a talented and underprivileged student in Kenya, either as a
one-off donation covering the fees for four years of
secondary education, or as a pledge to fund a student
through an annual donation in the next four years. If
we count scholarships raised prior to our registration
and therefore processed through our Swiss headquarters, Aiducation UK has raised 38 scholarships in
2010.

through a subscription to do-it.org. This will allow the
organisation to mature and rely on an even more
diverse set of skills to run fundraising operations in the
next period.

The Year 2011-2012 will see further diversification of
fundraising channels. Building on the success of auction
events held in London and Cambridge, we will aim
to create an event portfolio that will not only take the
number of scholarships to the next level, but also reinforce awareness of Aiducation in the UK. We will also
keep seeking funding from Service Clubs, individual
donors, schools and university students, as well as
from foundations and businesses.

Aiducation UK has played an instrumental role in attracting programme and fundraising partners to the
Aiducation International Umbrella organisation. On
the fundraising side, partnering with McKinsey for
Children allowed us to send 20 high-potential students
to secondary school. On the programme side, our
partnership with the Kibera Primary School for Girls
will enable 15 girls from Kenya’s largest slum to pursue
their studies at secondary school level, thereby allowing
continuous support from the start of primary school to
the end of secondary school.

It’s been an exciting first year, and I am confident that
the excitement will grow over the years as we enable
more and more bright underprivileged students from
Kenya to access the best secondary schools of their
country

Aiducation UK is now run by a core team of twenty
volunteers, in Cambridge and London. We have
established links with volunteer centres nationwide

CEO, Aiducation International UK

Jeremie Guillerme

Lucy Piri, AiduFellow
During our mentorship academy 2009
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38 scholarships raised...

Our achievements in 2010
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1. Coulson K.

20. Adiema Ruth A.

2. Kiti Gift P.

21. Samuel M.

3. Chai C.

22. Charlotte Konda J.

4. Fatma M.

23. Gona Daniel K.

5. Mwayele Patrick U.

24. Winnie Anastezia O.

6. Lucky K.

25. Shukrani K.

7. Chikola Michael M.

26. Mercy C.

8. Dzevula Khamene G.

27. Mumbi N.

9. Dzivula Mautuh G.

28. Bayah Essien B.

10. Dzombo Reckson T.

29. Daniel Mangi M.

11. Eric M.

30. John Jumaa D.

12. Faiz Mohammad O.

31. Amina A.

13. Hansy C.

32. Katana Samini H.

14. Julius T.

33. Eddie K.

15. Nabil Hussein S.

34. Ibrahim R.

16. Samuel Ngala S.

35. Mohamed K.

17. Yusra Kassim A.

36. Brenda K.

18. Katani Indiazi W.

37. Mary N.

19. Brian K.

38. Kinyua Justus M.
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... AND Two mentorship academies

Impressed by the level of reflection and
knowledge - Aiducator Rebekka Thommen
reports from our 3rd Mentorship Academy

Through these varied sessions students gained in
-sights on all three relevant dimensions of sustainable
development: social, economic and ecological change.

From December 13th to 17th, the Kenyan Chapter of
Aiducation International organised the 3rd Mentorship Academy with over 60 of our highly talented
scholars participating. These week-long seminars
form the non-monetary support we give our AiduFellows with the goal to aid their personal development towards becoming proactive and empowered
citizens who challenge the status quo and take over
responsibility to make a better Kenya.

On the last day, AiduFellows got the chance to really
show their potential by presenting the output of two
group works they had been tasked with during the
week. One was about identifying Kenyas main problems and coming up with feasible solutions to them.
I was quite impressed by the level of reflection and
knowledge the students showed on topics like HIV,
corruption, poverty, drug abuse and climate change,
but also how critically they challenged each other on
their opinions. For the other group work I had given
them a structure according to which to write their
own business plan. Again, I was very positively surprised by the outcome. Most ideas showed that the
students had clearly grasped the notion of responsible
entrepreneurship by presenting innovative solutions
tackling social or ecological problems, centering
around topics like solar energy, plastic and glas recycling, biodegradable plastic, and water reuse.

Fortunately I had the opportunity to travel to Kenya
this December and get a first hand experience on
this Mentorship Academy. The lectures and sessions
held were very inspirational, practical and covered
many topics. On the first day, Owen Baya, Senior
Deputy Registrar of the Pwani University, and Dan
Mugera, Director of the School Of Public Speaking
Training in Mombasa, taught the AiduFellows about
important personal assets to develop like work and
personal ethics, purposefulness, integrity, responsibility and motivation. Thereafter, two whole days
dealt with entrepreneurship. Mr. Sirillo Muriungi,
Director of the Hi-Tech Institute of Professional
Studies, and Mr. Charles Muriungi, Director of CM
Steel Construction Ltd., shared their experiences on
topics like how to successfully manage a business
empire, how to become a responsible entrepreneur
and how to form a successful team. I also had the
chance to hold a speech about how to write a business plan and about communication/ advertising.
The fourth day was dedicated to environmental issues
where Edward Mwamuye, director of COBEC (Community Based Environmental Conservation) raised
awareness on the conservation of the marine environment and the management of natural resources.

The last day ended with a beach cleaning activity,
where all students and the Aiducation International
team collected garbage on the beach. The AiduFellows
had learned one day earlier that plastic trash on
beaches represents a critical environmental issue
because turtles mistake it for jellyfish, eat it and die
from it. To put this learning into practice we collected
over 50 bags full with plastic and trash within only
one hour! Because, as Aidufellow James Runda
summarized his main learning of the week, “Desire
to change the world without action is nothing”.
Rebekka is an active member of the Swiss chapter of
Aiducation International. She is in involved in various fields like
public relations and scholarship-raising activities.

top: a lecture during our mentorship academy in summer 2010; welcome banner in front of Gede secondary school, Gede, Kenya
middle: students during the mentorship Academies; bottom: assembly during the Mentorship Academy in december 2010
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Meet the AiduFellows...

LYNDA

Lynda is one of the ten AiduFellows who
graduated this year. Out of the 20,000
students who took the Kenyan Certificate
of Secondary Education (KCSE) in the
Coast Region, Lynda came #51. Her final
grade opens the doors of any university
in the country.
Lynda has an older brother and a younger sister.
Her parents understand the value of education, and
sacrificed all they could to send their three children
to good schools. However, secondary school fees
were simply too high. “One day, my dad heard from
his cousin in Watamu that there was an organisation
there which could help us with scholarships for secondary education, says Lynda. I decided to apply
straight away.” Soon afterwards, Lynda had been
selected by an AiduMaker and her full secondary
education at the Agha Khan High School in Nairobi
was secured. “After a short while, my younger sister
Elisabeth applied to Aiducation, and got a scholarship as well!”

After a well-deserved day of celebration on KCSE
day, spent with friends at the cinema, eating pop-corn
and ice-cream, Lynda is already thinking about her
future. “I would like to apply to the medical school at
the University of Nairobi, this is the best university
in the country for medicine. I have a few months free
before the University recruitment round starts, so I
have taken a computer course until September, for
which I have also received a scholarship.”
Lynda encourages all current AiduFellows to work
hard: “I hope the rest of the AiduFellows would be
challenged to do better than I did!” We hope that
her achievements send an inspiring message to all
students who haven’t secured funds for their secondary
education.

When we asked Lynda what was her best memory
from these four years of secondary education, she
replied without any hesitation: “my best moment
was the national business competition in which I
took part in February 2010. With a group of friends,
we set up a business plan for a company producing
jewels and fashion accessories carved in coconut.
Being from the Coast Region, this idea came naturally
to me! I was the CEO of the business, and got to
present my products and my strategy to a jury of
executives from major Kenyan businesses. I was so
delighted when I found out that I was elected as the
best CEO across all Kenya for the competition!”

top: Lynda’s application form
bottom: Lynda at one of our Mentorship Academies, Kenya
12
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MARGARET

Margaret is a 14 year-old orphan who
was forced to flee her hometown after
the post-election violence in 2008, but
did not give up on her dream to become
a computer engineer.
In a letter attached to Margaret’s application for a
scholarship, her Head Teacher explained the situation:
“Margaret lost her parents some years ago and during the post-election violence in 2008, together with
her aunt’s family, she had to flee from the district
of Burnt Forest and take shelter in Nakuru Show
Ground”, a stadium converted into a camp for Internally Displaced Persons. The family then moved
on to the outskirts of Nakuru, in the Rift Valley province, where someone offered them to use his home.

person and Margaret, at only 14 years of age, seemed
to have similar characteristics. It didn’t take much to
convince me to sponsor her scholarship.”
Jeremiah Kambi, CEO of Aiducation Kenya, called
Margaret’s aunt to tell her about the scholarship:
“She was absolutely ecstatic when she heard the
news”, Jeremiah told us. “She handed the phone
over to Margaret, who got even more excited. She
realised that she had not only received a full scholarship, but she had also joined a network of students
from all over the country!”

New in town, with very little income, Margaret’s aunt
asked for local community support to finance the
first few weeks of her niece’s high school education.
Then Margaret, encouraged by her teachers, applied
for a scholarship at Aiducation. In her essay, she told
us about her dream to use her scholarship to become a computer engineer, as she is convinced that
technology is essential for the development of Kenya.
Shortly afterwards, 6000 kilometres away from Nakuru,
Anna heard about Margaret through a friend: “when
my friend described this young girl with a passion
for computers and a vision to bring her country to
the 21st century by developing its IT infrastructure,
I couldn’t help but cheer for her. I am very interested
in IT myself, and have even considered a carrier in
IT consulting. I am a very pragmatic and level-headed

top: Letter from Margaret’s teacher
bottom: Margaret’s application profile and Anna - Margaret’s AiduMaker
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Aiducation in Kenya

Aiducation Kenya was founded in 2006,
when Jeremiah Kambi and some close
friends gathered to address one of
the biggest problem in their country,
the large percentage of talented students who drop out of school because
they cannot afford the fees for high
school.
Several years previously, a Rotary scholarship had
allowed Jeremiah to become a clinical officer and
he felt that funding the school fees for deserving
students would benefit the whole community.

top: Jeremiah Kambi - Aiducation International Kenya CEO and Co- Founder

Today, Aiducation Kenya has seven dedicated
members, two of which are permanent staff. Aiducation
Kenya is Aiducation’s grassroots operational base,
which ensures that every step of our process is taken
care of locally, and strives to deliver excellent service
to AiduFellows. All year round, our staff and volunteers
in Kenya travel across the country and visit schools
to spread the word about our scholarships. They
also set-up partnerships with secondary schools,
screen applications, contact students who have
been awarded a scholarship, follow scholars’ progress
and report it to AiduMakers, and organise the Mentorship Academies.

left Aiducation Kenya team posing in front of our office in Watamu;
right: Jan Rihak spreading awareness about Aiducation scholarships at Chebara Girls Secondary School
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FINANCIAL REPORT

income BREAKDOWN

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES for the year ended 31 March 2011 (in GBP)

2%

INCOMING RESOURCES (in GBP)

RESTRICTED

Incoming resources from charitable activities
Other Income

9869.00

UNRESTRICTED

2010

98%

-

52.00

10395.00

-

0.66

0.66

9869.00

-

526.66

10395.66

7040.78

-

-

Total Incoming Resources

DESIGNATED

Programmes: Scholarships
Administrative Costs

EXPEnDITURE BREAKDOWN
5%

95%

Donations: Scholarships (restricted)
Donations: unrestricted

RESOURCES EXPENDED (in GBP)
Charitable Activities
Governance Costs

-

Total Resources Expended

7040.78

Net (Outgoing)/Incoming Resources
Balance Brought Forward
Total Net (Outgoing)/Incoming)
Resources

2828.22
-

-

7040.78

-

251

251

-

251

7291.78

-

275.66
-

3103.88
5794.00
8897.88

BaLance Sheet
Fixed Assets

Current Assets
Cash at bank and in hand

8897.88

Total Current Assets

8897.88

Total Assets

8897.88

Creditors

0

Pledges

NET ASSETS

Funds

Unrestricted Funds
Restricted Funds

18

0

9750

-852.12

0

9750
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